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Fix List 

 

MONITOR Web - EIM version 8.0.11.1 

 GÅNY-9TKCG2 - Credit invoices can be managed in two different ways in MONITOR. When you register a Credit invoice 
you can create a Credit basis (a negative order that is arrival reported) that you can link the Credit invoice to. Or you can 
refer to the Debit order and automatically create a Credit basis that you can link the Credit invoice to. In Web – EIM it is 
important that you manage the invoice as a Credit invoice and that Quantity, Price each and Row amount and Total 
amount have positive signs. It’s only the invoice type that shall be set to Credit. This will be managed automatically from 
your interpreter service supplier and from MONITOR-to-MONITOR files. But is a Credit invoice managed by the Register 
invoice procedure in Web – EIM it is important that you control that this is correct in order to get the codings and linkings in 
the next step shall be correct. 
A Credit invoice will always get stuck in status To authorize when you use auto matching against the invoice basis. The 
invoice has to be authorized by a signer before it is Final coded. 

 MSVD-9Y3FTH - When you imported a MONITOR-to-MONITOR invoice where the sales company had another currency 
than the purchasing company and the invoice was in a third currency, MONITOR Web - EIM will use the purchasing 
company’s currency. 

 GÅNY-9Z5GAH - If you had changed something on a supplier invoice in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure in 
MONITOR and then continued working with the invoice in the Web – EIM, an error message was displayed during final 
coding and the changes wasn’t saved. 

 GÅNY-9VF9VQ - If an invoice was opened from the Failed auto imports in the Web - EIM, the price each was rounded off 
to two decimals, now five decimals will be loaded from the invoice file. 

 GÅNY-9WFC6M - Price each was rounded off to two decimals, now this is displayed with five decimals in the Web – EIM. 

 GÅNY-9X79T9 - The comment disappeared in the MONITOR Web – EIM if you used the Cause window after you had 
pressed Return to… 
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